
       

Part A  Tallest, Coldest, Largest
A These words appear in the articles on pages 88, 89 and 90. Look at the title of each article and the

pictures. Can you guess which words appear in each article? Look up the words you don’t know in
the Glossary.

below
degree
famous
(to) fit

(to) freeze
fur
(to) hang
height

ice
leather
(to) measure 

B Read the sentences below. How many do you think are true?

1. Xi Shun holds a Guinness World Record for being the strongest man.

2. Xi Shun is the most famous person in his town.

3. The lowest temperature measured in Oymyakon was -71.2° degrees Celsius.

4. The people in Oymyakon wear fur coats.

5. The Goliath Bird-Eating spider rarely eats birds.

6. The Goliath Bird-Eating spider is not harmful.

C Read at least one of the articles and answer the questions that follow.

Unit 4

88

Going to Extremes

8988

(to) cause          creature          harmful          length          poison          rarely          tiny

89

EXTRA

northern
problem
temperature

world record
worth it

Xi (Shee) Shun, from China, holds the Guinness World Record as
the tallest man in the world. He is 2 meters, 36.1 centimeters tall. 
Xi beat Radhouan (Rad-wan) Charbib from Tunisia, the previous*
world record holder, by two millimeters!
Xi says he was the same height as other kids till the age of 16, but
then he suddenly started to grow very quickly. In just seven years
he reached his record height! Xi is very proud of his world record
and is the most famous person in his town.

Many people want to be taller than they are, but extremely tall
people have special problems. It isn’t always easy to find clothes
that fit. Another problem is that many very tall people hit their
heads whenever they enter a room or get into a car. But Xi thinks
it’s worth it, because he is a Guinness World Record holder.
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10

If you ever visit Oymyakon village in Siberia, don’t go outside with wet hair – it will freeze
and break off!

Oymyakon, in northern Russia, is the coldest village in the world. It is not unusual for
temperatures to reach -50° (degrees) Celsius. When it’s below -52°, the kids of Oymyakon are
happy because there’s no school. The lowest temperature measured there was -71.2° in 1926.

In this village of 4,000, people eat mostly meat from reindeer* and horses. It is very hard to
grow fruit and vegetables. The only thing that keeps you warm is fur, so people wear clothes
made of reindeer fur and leather.

The cold in Oymyakon is so extreme that if you spit*, it will freeze and fall to the ground as
ice. Icicles as hard as rocks hang from the roofs of houses and can be very dangerous in the
spring when they begin to fall off.

So, if you want to visit a place four times colder than your freezer, Oymyakon is the place for
you!
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1. How tall is Xi Shun?
2. Who was the world record holder before Xi Shun?
3. When did Xi Shun start growing quickly?
4. What problems do tall people have?

1. What was the lowest temperature measured 
in Oymyakon?

2. How many people live in Oymyakon?
3. What do the people of Oymyakon eat?
4. What do they wear?


